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ABSTRACT
We present the results of the deepest search to date for star-forming galaxies beyond a redshift z ≃8.5
utilizing a new sequence of near-infrared Wide Field Camera 3 images of the Hubble Ultra Deep Field. This
‘UDF12’ campaign completed in September 2012 doubles the earlier exposures with WFC3/IR in this ﬁeld
and quadruples the exposure in the key F105W ﬁlter used to locate such distant galaxies. Combined with
additional imaging in the F140W ﬁlter, the ﬁdelity of all high redshift candidates is greatly improved. Using
spectral energy distribution ﬁtting techniques on objects selected from a deep multi-band near-infrared
stack we ﬁnd 7 promising z >8.5 candidates. As none of the previously claimed UDF candidates with
8.5 < z <10 is conﬁrmed by our deeper multi-band imaging, our campaign has transformed the measured
abundance of galaxies in this redshift range. We do, however, recover the candidate UDFj-39546284
(previously proposed at z=10.3) but ﬁnd it undetected in the newly added F140W image, implying either
it lies at z=11.9 or is an intense line emitting galaxy at z ≃ 2.4. Although we cannot formally exclude the
latter hypothesis without a spectrum, we argue that such an explanation is unlikely. Despite the uncertain
nature of this source, our new, robust z ≃ 8.5 − 10 galaxy sample indicates that the luminosity density
broadly continues the smooth decline observed over 6 < z < 8. Such continuity has important implications
for models of cosmic reionization and future searches for z >10 galaxies with JWST.
Subject headings: cosmology: reionization — galaxies: evolution — galaxies: formation — galaxies: stellar
content
1. INTRODUCTION

Good progress has been achieved in recent years in exploring what many regard as the latest frontier in cosmic history, namely the 700 Myr period corresponding to the redshift interval 6 < z < 15. During this time, star-forming
galaxies may have played a signiﬁcant role in completing
the reionization of intergalactic hydrogen (Robertson et al.
2010a; Bromm & Yoshida 2011; Dunlop 2012). Inevitably,
our census of galaxies during this era is limited by the power
of our current observational facilities. Most progress has
been made in the lower redshift range 6 < z < 8.5 via
deep imaging with the Hubble Space Telescope (HST). This
has revealed several hundred star-forming galaxies and a
dominant contribution to the luminosity density from an
abundant population of low luminosity examples (Oesch
et al. 2010; McLure et al. 2011; Bouwens et al. 2010, 2012).
Measures of the assembled stellar mass from Spitzer Space
Telescope photometry at z ≃5-6 (Stark et al. 2007a; Eyles
et al. 2007; González et al. 2010, 2011; Labbé et al. 2012)
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suggest that star formation extended to redshifts well beyond z ≃8 but there has been limited progress in ﬁnding
these earlier, more distant, sources.
Various groups have attempted to ﬁnd 8.5 < z < 10 galaxies using the well-established technique of absorption by
intervening neutral hydrogen below the wavelength of Lyman α. A redshift z=8.5 represents a natural frontier corresponding to sources which progressively ‘drop out’ in the
HST Y -band F105W and J-band F125W ﬁlters. Bouwens
et al. (2011) and Yan et al. (2010) used data from the
HST campaign completed in 2009 with the near-infrared
Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3/IR) in the Hubble Ultra
Deep Field (GO 11563, PI: Illingworth, hereafter UDF09).
Bouwens et al. initially located 3 promising J-band dropout
candidates at z ≃10 but, on re-examining the completed
dataset, presented only a single candidate, UDFj-39546284,
not drawn from the original three. This source was detected
with 5.4 σ signiﬁcance in the F160W ﬁlter and was undetected in all shorter wavelength HST images then available.
A photometric redshift of z=10.3 was proposed. Bouwens
et al. also found 3 sources in the interval 8.5 < z < 9, robustly detected in F125W with (F105W - F125W) colors
greater than 1.5, implying a Lyman break near the red edge
of the F105W ﬁlter. In marked contrast, Yan et al. presented a list of 20 faint J-band dropout candidates arguing
these were likely at redshifts z > 8.5. However, none of the
Yan et al. and Bouwens et al. candidates are in common.
Gravitational lensing by foreground clusters of galaxies can
overcome some of the diﬃculties associated with deep imaging of blank ﬁelds. Such sources can be magniﬁed by factors
of ×5-30 ensuring more reliable photometry (Richard et al.
2011). In favorable cases, their multiply-imaged nature of-
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fers a lower limit on their angular diameter distance (Ellis
et al. 2001; Kneib et al. 2004). The CLASH HST survey
(GO 12065 - 12791, PI: Postman) has discovered two such
z > 8.5 candidates. Zheng et al. (2012) present a source
whose spectral energy distribution (SED) indicates a photometric redshift of z=9.6 and Coe et al. (2012) located a
multiply-imaged source whose SED indicates a redshift of
z=10.7.
A key issue is the uncertainty in converting these single detections into an estimate of the overall abundance of galaxies beyond z ≃8. Bouwens et al. (2011, see also Oesch et al.
(2012)) claimed that the detection of a single z ≃10.3 candidate in the UDF09 campaign implies a shortfall of a factor ≃3-6 compared to that expected from a smooth decline
with redshift in the comoving star formation rate density
over 6 < z < 8. This could imply the growth of activity was particularly rapid during the 200 Myr from z ≃10
to 8. However, Coe et al. (2012) claim the two CLASH
detections are consistent with a continuous decline. One
limitation of the lensing strategy as a means of conducting
a census (rather than providing useful individual magniﬁed
sources for detailed scrutiny) is the uncertainty associated
with estimating the survey volume which depends sensitively on the variation of magniﬁcation with position across
the cluster ﬁeld (c.f., Santos et al. 2004; Stark et al. 2007b).
There are several drawbacks with the earlier UDF09 campaign with respect to conducting a census of z >8.5 galaxies. Limiting factors in considering the robustness of the
faint candidates include the poor signal to noise in subsets
of the F160W data, the reliance on only a single detection
ﬁlter and the limited depth of the critical F105W imaging
data whose null detection is central to locating z > 8.5
candidates.
This article heralds a series that presents results from
a deeper UDF campaign with WFC3/IR completed in
September 2012 (GO 12498, PI; Ellis, hereafter UDF12)
which remedies the above deﬁciencies by (i) substantially
increasing the depth of the F105W image (by ×4 in exposure time) essential for robust rejection of z <8.5 sources,
(ii) increasing the depth of the detection ﬁlter F160W (a
50% increase in exposure time) and (iii) adding a deep image in the F140W ﬁlter matching the depth now attained
in F160W. This ﬁlter partially straddles the F125W and
F160W passbands oﬀering valuable information on all z > 7
sources, the opportunity for an independent detection for
8.5 < z < 10.5 sources and the ﬁrst dropout search beyond
z ≃10.5.
The UDF12 survey depths (including UDF09) in the various ﬁlters are summarized in Table 1. Our aim, achieved in
full, has been to match the depths in F125W, F140W, and
F160W for unbiased high redshift galaxy detection, and
to reach 0.5 mag deeper in F105W to ensure a 2-σ limit
1.5 mag deeper than the 5-σ limit in the longer wavelength
bands. Further details of the survey and its data reduction
are provided in Koekemoer et al. (2012) and catalogs of
z ≃7 and 8 sources used to estimate the luminosity function are presented in complementary articles by Schenker
et al. (2012) and McLure et al. (2012). The spectral properties of the high-redshift UDF12 sources are measured and
analyzed by Dunlop et al. (2012). A review of the overall
implications of the survey in the context of cosmic reionization is provided in Robertson et al. (2012). Public versions
of the ﬁnal reduced WFC3/IR UDF12 images, incorporating additions of all earlier UDF data, are available to the

community on the team web page9 . All magnitudes are in
the AB system (Oke 1974).
2. STAR FORMING GALAXIES WITH Z >8.5

To select z >8.5 candidates, we examined the stacked combination of the ﬁnal 80 orbit F160W (UDF12 plus UDF09),
30 orbit F140W (UDF12) and 34 orbit F125W (UDF09)
images and located all sources to a 5σ limit within ﬁltermatched apertures of 0.4 − 0.5 arc sec corresponding to
mAB ≃29.9-30.1. Making eﬀective use of our new ultra
deep 93 orbit (71 from UDF12, 22 from UDF09) F105W
image and the deep ACS photometry, we utilized the SED
approach discussed in detail in McLure et al. (2010, 2011) to
derive the photometric redshifts of all such sources. Seven
convincing z > 8.5 candidates were found. An independent search using the same master sample selecting those
which drop out in F105W (2σ rejection corresponding to
mAB > 31.0) and no detection (2σ) in a combined ACS
BV iz stack delivered the same z >8.5 candidates. All
sources but one (see below) are detected in more than one
ﬁlter and all are detected with an appropriately-reduced
signal/noise in time-split subsets over the collective UDF09
and UDF12 campaigns. Figure 1 shows the run of HST
broad-band images with wavelength for these 7 sources and
their SED ﬁts and redshift probability distributions p(z) are
given in Figure 2. Identiﬁcations, source photometry and
optimum redshifts are summarized in Table 1.
The SED ﬁtting approach allows us to quantify the possibility of alternative low-redshift solutions. Four objects
(UDF12-3921-6322, UDF12-4265-7049, UDF12-4344-6547
& UDF12-3947-8076) have low probabilities of being at
z < 4 (1 − 4%). UDF12-4106-7304 is less secure with a
≃ 10% probability for z < 4. This object also lies close to
the diﬀraction pattern of an adjacent source which may affect the F140W photometry (Figure 1). UDF12-3895-7114
is the least secure with a 28% probability of lying at z < 4.
We discuss UDF-3954-6284 in detail below.
Our deeper F105W data and the new F140W image enables
us to clarify the nature of z > 8.5 sources claimed in the earlier UDF09 analyses (see Table 1). In McLure et al. (2011)’s
analysis of the UDF09 data, no robust J-band dropout
source was claimed (see also Bunker et al. 2010). However
a solution with z=8.49 was found for HUDF 2003 which
was also listed as the brightest extreme Y -band dropout in
Bouwens et al. (2011) (ID: UDFy-38135539) who inferred
a redshift z ≈ 8.710 Our new SED analysis indicates this
source is at z=8.3. Similarly, two further extreme Y -band
dropouts listed by Bouwens et al. (2011) - UDFy-37796000
and UDFy-33436598 at redshifts of z ≈ 8.5 and 8.6 now
lie at z=8.0 and 7.9, respectively. Bouwens et al. (2011)
initially presented 3 sources as promising J-band dropouts
(see Table 1). Two of these are now detected in our deeper
F105W data and lie at lower redshifts (UDFj-436964407 at
z=7.6 and UDFj-35427336 at z=7.9, although z ≃2 solutions are also possible). One Y -band dropout in Bouwens
et al. (2011), UDFy-39468075 moves into our sample at
z=8.6. Finally, UDFj-38116243 claimed in the ﬁrst year
9
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This source was examined spectroscopically using the VLT SINFONI integral field spectrograph by Lehnert et al. (2010) who reported
a detection of Lyα emission at z=8.6 but this claim has been refuted
by Bunker et al (in preparation) who undertook a separate spectroscopic exposure with the higher resolution spectrograph X-shooter.
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UDF09 data but later withdrawn by Bouwens et al. (2011)
is below our 5 σ detection limit. Yan et al. (2010) listed
20 potential J-band dropout candidates and an inspection
of these revealed no convincing z > 8.5 candidates. In our
image stacks most appear as the tails of bright objects and
cannot be reliably photometered by SeXtractor. And all of
the ‘Y dropouts’ claimed by Lorenzoni et al. (2011) have
robust F105W detections in our deeper data and lie well
below z=8.5.
In summary, only one object claimed to be at z > 8.5 from
the entire UDF09 analysis remains convincing and that is
the ﬁnal J-band dropout presented by Bouwens et al. (2011)
at z=10.3, UDFj-39546284 (≡UDF12-3954-6384 in Table
1). However, the absence of a detection in the new UDF12
F140W data for this source indicates a solution at a much
higher redshift of z=11.9 (Figure 2). The most signiﬁcant
advance of our campaign is a signiﬁcant increase (from 0
to 6) in the number of robustly determined UDF sources in
the redshift range 8.5 < z <10.
2.1. Contamination from Strong Emission Line Sources?
One of the motivations for the additional F140W ﬁlter in
our UDF12 strategy was to ensure the robust detection in
two ﬁlters of potential 8.5 < z < 11.5 candidates since the
ﬂux above 1216 Å would be visible in both ﬁlters. Reassuringly, this is the case for all but one of our UDF12
candidates (Table 1). A major surprise however is the nondetection in F140W of UDFj-30546284 (Figures 1 and 2)
implying a redshift of z=11.90.
Single band detections are naturally perceived as less convincing, although UDFj-30546284 is conﬁrmed in F160W
sub-exposures through UDF09 and UDF12, leaving no
doubt it is a genuine source. However, a solution at much
lower redshift has to be carefully considered. The sharp
drop implied by the F140W - F160W >1.5 (2σ) color precludes any reasonable foreground continuum source (Figure 2) but a possible explanation might be the presence
of a very strong emission line. Recent WFC3/IR imaging and grism spectroscopy of intermediate redshift galaxies
has revealed a population of extreme emission line galaxies (EELGs). van der Wel et al. (2011) have identiﬁed an
abundant population of EELGs at z ≃1.7 in the CANDELS
survey using purely photometric selection techniques. Spectroscopic conﬁrmation of a limited subset has veriﬁed the
presence of sources with rest-frame [O III] equivalent widths
larger than ≃200 Å and extending to ≃ 1000 Å . Independently, Atek et al. (2011) located a similar population in
the WISP survey over a wider range 0.35 < z < 2.3 and
comment speciﬁcally that such sources could contaminate
dropout searches.
Following techniques described in Robertson et al. (2010a)
and Ono et al. (2010), we have simulated model spectra for
young low metallicity dust-free galaxies including the contribution from strong nebular lines. Figure 3a shows the
expected F105W - F160W color as a function of redshift for
starbursts with ages of 1 and 10 Myr demonstrating that
it is not possible to account for the excess ﬂux in F160W
of which about 50-80% arises from [O III] 4959 and 5007
Å emission. Figure 3b illustrates that the expected stellar plus nebular emission spectrum of a 10 Myr starburst
would violate upper photometric ﬂux limits provided by the
various ACS and WFC3/IR broad band non-detections. In
the extreme case that all of the emission in F160W arises
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from [O III] above a blue β=-2 stellar continuum, the restframe equivalent width would be >4500 Å , i.e. beyond
that of any known object. Unfortunately, only a spectrum
would completely eliminate the possibility. As the source
has HAB =29.3, this would be a very challenging observation.
3. THE ABUNDANCE OF GALAXIES WITH

8.5 < Z < 12
A key issue is whether the declining cosmic star formation
which is now well-established over 6< z <8 (Bouwens et al.
2007) continues to higher redshift as suggested by the presence of evolved stellar populations with ages of ≃200-300
Myr at z ≃5-7 (e.g., Richard et al. 2011). Bouwens et al.
(2011) claimed, from their detection of apparently only one
object at z ≃10 c.f. three expected, that the star formation
history declines more steeply beyond z ≃8 (see also Oesch
et al. 2012) to ρ̇⋆ (z ∼ 10) ≈ 2 × 10−4 M⊙ yr−1 Mpc−3 . Recently, the CLASH survey has located candidates at z ≈ 9.6
(Zheng et al. 2012) and z ≈ 10.7 (Coe et al. 2012), each implying star formation rate densities approximately an order
of magnitude higher than claimed by Bouwens et al. (2011)
at z ∼ 10. However, the uncertain search volumes inherent
in the lensing method are a major concern.
In Figure 4 we present the implications of the signiﬁcant
increase in the number of 8.5 < z < 12 sources arising from
the UDF12 campaign. Our SED-based selection method
enables us to consider separately four redshift bins. As a
direct determination of the luminosity function at z > 8.5 is
not yet possible, to estimate the ultraviolet luminosity densities for our four detections at 8.5 . z < 9.5 we calculate
the required redshift evolution in the characteristic luminosity dM⋆ /dz such that a survey of our depth and selection
eﬃciency would recover the number of sources we ﬁnd. This
calculation is performed assuming simple luminosity evolution from z ∼ 8, keeping the luminosity function normalization ϕ⋆ and faint-end slope α ﬁxed at the z ∼ 8 values measured by Bradley et al. (2012). To reproduce our sample
with mean redshift ⟨z⟩ ≈ 8.9, we ﬁnd that dM⋆ /dz ≈ 1.01.
The luminosity density can then be estimated by integrating the projected luminosity function parameters to MUV ≈
−17.7AB (e.g., Bouwens et al. 2011; Coe et al. 2012). We
ﬁnd ρUV (z ∼ 8.9) ≈ 1.18 × 1025 ergs s−1 Hz−1 Mpc−3
(Figure 4, blue point). A similar calculation provides
ρUV (z ∼ 9.8) ≈ 8.34 × 1024 ergs s−1 Hz−1 Mpc−3 from
the two z ∼ 9.5 detections (magenta point). The expected
UDF cosmic variance for 8.5 . z . 9.5 is >40% (Robertson 2010b). Within 10.5 . z . 11.5, we ﬁnd no candidates.
Nonetheless we can use the same methodology to provide an
upper limit of ρUV (z ∼ 10.8) < 1025 ergs s−1 Hz−1 Mpc−3
(Figure 4, purple upper limit).
Considering the putative z ∼ 12 source, we estimated the
luminosity density only from the source luminosity (H160 =
−19.6AB accounting for IGM absorption in F160W, or
log10 LUV = 28.48 log10 ergs s−1 Hz−1 ) and the UDF
survey volume V (11.5 . z . 12.5) = 6.37 × 103 Mpc3 .
The resulting luminosity density ρUV (z ∼ 11.8) > 4.7 ×
1024 ergs s−1 Hz−1 Mpc−3 is thus a lower limit (Figure 4, red
point), and conservatively does not include multiplicative
eﬀects of selection eﬃciency or involve extrapolations from
the z ∼ 8 luminosity function. An additional possibility
is that the F160W is contaminated by Lyα emission. The
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additional z=12 point (yellow) illustrates how this limit
would be aﬀected for a rest-frame equivalent width of 260
Å of which half is absorbed by neutral hydrogen.
In summary, the new galaxy sample provided by UDF12
has enabled us to present the ﬁrst meaningful estimate of
ρU V (z) beyond z ≃ 8.5. The six galaxies with 8.5 < z < 10
indicate a modest shortfall in ρU V (z) beyond a simple extrapolation of the trend at 6 < z < 8 (less sharp than
that suggested by Bouwens et al. (2011), but below (albeit consistent with) the cluster results (Zheng et al. 2012;
Coe et al. 2012)). However, if UDFj-30546284 is genuinely
a z=12 galaxy (and does not have substantial Lyman-α
emission) then we have witnessed an even more measured
decline in ρU V (z) to the highest redshift yet probed.
4. DISCUSSION

The UDF12 data has clearly demonstrated the continued
eﬀectiveness of HST to uniquely undertake a census of very
high redshift galaxies. Our discovery of the ﬁrst robust
sample of galaxies with z > 8.5 and new evidence for the
most distant known galaxy at z ∼ 12 extends HST’s reach
further into the reionization epoch than previously thought
possible (c.f., Bouwens et al. 2011). While the question
of whether star-forming galaxies were solely responsible for
reionizing intergalactic hydrogen is more reliably addressed
through precise constraints on the z ∼ 7−8 luminosity function faint end slope (Schenker et al. 2012; McLure et al.
2012, for a new analysis, see Robertson et al. 2012) this

work has placed the ﬁrst constraint on the SFR density
only 360 million years after the Big Bang. Evidence for
actively star-forming galaxies signiﬁcantly beyond the instantaneous reionization redshift zreion ≈ 10.6 ± 1.2 implied by observations of the cosmic microwave background
(Komatsu et al. 2011) motivates future observations with
James Webb Space Telescope. Our estimates of the z ∼ 12
luminosity and star formation rate densities are consistent
with the inferences of previous analyses that aim to explain the measured Thomson optical depth (e.g. Robertson
et al. 2010a; Kuhlen & Faucher-Giguère 2012). Similarly,
our z ∼ 12 discovery is consistent with star formation rate
history required to produce the stellar mass inferred for
z < 8 sources observed by Spitzer (e.g., Stark et al. 2012;
Labbé et al. 2012). Our results remain consistent with the
simple picture for the evolving star formation rate density,
stellar mass density, Thomson optical depth, and IGM ionization fraction presented in Robertson et al. (2010a).
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TABLE 1
z > 8.5 Candidates
ID

RA

Dec

zSED

Y105W

J125W

J140W

H160W

Notes

UDF12 Survey Depth 5-σ AB (aperture diameter arcsec - 70% enclosed point source flux)
30.0 (0.40)

29.5 (0.44)

29.5 (0.47)

29.5 (0.50)

UDF12-3954-6284
UDF12-4106-7304
UDF12-4265-7049
UDF12-3921-6322
UDF12-4344-6547
UDF12-3895-7114
UDF12-3947-8076

3:32:39.54
3:32:41.06
3:32:42.65
3:32:39.21
3:32:43.44
3:32:38.95
3:32:39.47

-27:46:28.4
-27:47:30.4
-27:47:04.9
-27:46:32.2
-27:46:54.7
-27:47:11.4
-27:48:07.6

11.9
9.5
9.5
8.8
8.7
8.6
8.6

UDF12 Galaxies
< 31.2
< 30.7
< 30.5
< 30.8
< 30.0
29.8 ± 0.3
< 31.2
30.4 ± 0.6 29.9 ± 0.4
< 31.2
29.9 ± 0.3 29.6 ± 0.3
< 31.2
30.0 ± 0.3 30.1 ± 0.4
< 30.9
30.4 ± 0.5 30.1 ± 0.3
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Fig. 1.— Hubble Space Telescope images of the 7 promising z >8.5 candidates from the combined UDF12 and earlier data. Each panel
is 2.4 arcsec on a side. From left to right: combined BViz ACS stack, WFC3/IR F105W, F125W, F140W, F160W and the summed
(F125W+F140W+F160W) stack.
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Fig. 2.— Spectral energy distributions and photometric likelihood fits for the 7 promising z >8.5 candidates from the combined UDF12 and
earlier data. IRAC limits are derived from a deconfusion analysis of the data from Labbé et al. (2012).
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Fig. 3.— Possible contamination of WFC3/IR passbands by foreground extreme emission line galaxies. (Left) F105W minus F160W color as
a function of redshift for a 1 Myr (red line) and 10 Myr (black line) metal-poor dust-free stellar population incorporating nebular line emission
according to the precepts discussed by Ono et al (2010). The color expected for a stellar continuum only is shown by the lower dotted lines. The
upper dashed line shows the lower limit for UDFj-39546284 derived from the overall 2σ F105W limit minus the source’s >6σ F160W detection
. (Right). Simulated spectrum (ABλ ) of UDFj-39546284 for a 10 Myr starburst at z=2.24 . Arrows indicate the 2σ upper limits arising from
non-detections of this object in the various WFC3/IR and ACS bands. This indicates that UDFj-39546284 is unlikely to be a foreground line
emitter.

Fig. 4.— Luminosity and star formation rate (SFR) density versus redshift inferred from UDF12. Reddening corrected luminosity densities
are shown from Bouwens et al. (2007, 2011) over the redshift range 5< z <8 (black points). Extrapolating their evolution to redshift z ∼ 13
provides the lightest gray area. Claimed estimates from the single CLASH detections (green points) at z=9.6 (Zheng et al. 2012) and z=10.7
(Coe et al. 2012) are shown for completeness. The luminosity and SFR densities supplied by the four 8.5 . z . 9.5 sources (blue data point) and
the two 9.5 . z . 10.5 objects (magenta point). The nondetection at 10.5 . z . 11.5 provides an upper limit at z ≈ 10.8 (purple limit). The
single z ∼ 12 source provides the conservative lower limit at z ≈ 11.8 as indicated (red point). If the z ∼ 12 system has strong Lyα emission, the
z ∼ 12 luminosity density moves to the yellow point. Overlapping maximum likelihood 68% confidence regions on a linear trend in the luminosity
density with redshift from z ∼ 8 are shown with (medium gray) and without (dark gray) including the z ∼ 12 object. The luminosity density
computation is described in Section 3. Star formation rates were calculated using the conversion of Madau et al. (1998).

